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Catalonia Independence: Five Things to Think About
Catalan independence can be good or bad - it depends on the Catalan people
to make it good, or else it likely will be bad.
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Headlines and commentary across both Eastern and Western media have mainly focused on
the Catalan independence referendum and the actions of Spanish police and the Spanish
government’s attempts to disrupt polls.

However, little is being said about what the real implications of Catalan independence may
be. What do those politicians in Catalonia in favor of independence seek to do with it should
they succeed? Will they create a Catalonia that serves the best interests of the people? Or
serve the EU and NATO more efficiently and eagerly than a united Spain ever could?

There  are  5  points  those  following  this  conflict  should  know  and  keep  in  mind  as  events
unfold:

1. Catalonia has a formidable industrialized economy relative to other regions of Spain, with
a GDP and population just exceeding those of nations like Scotland or Singapore, and likely
could achieve and sustain independence from Spain.

2. NATO appears eager to encourage independence and would welcome what they expect
to be a robust military capability to add to their wars of global aggression.

An article published in 2014 by the Atlantic Council – a Fortune 500-funded NATO think tank
– titled, “The Military Implications of Scottish and Catalonian Secession,” would state:

Catalonia has 7.3 million people, with more than $300 billion in GDP. Spending
just 1.6% of that on defense provides over $4.5 billion annually, or roughly the
budget  of  Denmark,  which  has  well-regarded  and  efficient  armed  forces.
Catalonian military plans are more vague, but so far, they emphasize the navy.
With excellent ports in Barcelona and Tarragona, Catalonia is well-positioned
as a minor naval power, ‘with the Mediterranean as our strategic environment,
and NATO as our framework’, as the nationalists’ think-tank on defense argues.
The rough plans call for a littoral security group of a few hundred sailors at
first. After a few years, Catalonia would assume responsibility as “a main actor
in  the  Mediterranean,”  with  land-based  maritime patrol  aircraft  and  small
surface  combatants.  Eventually,  the  nationalist  ambition  may  include  an
expeditionary group with a light assault carrier and hundreds of marines, to
take a serious role in collective security.

The Atlantic Council piece would emphatically conclude that:

If accurately characterized by the few white papers that have surfaced, the
separatists’ position suggests a valuable and refreshing view of specialization
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in collective defense: build a navy that is comparatively focused on influencing
events ashore.

3.  Pro-independence  Catalan  politicians  appear  to  enthusiastically  support  Catalonia’s
membership in NATO.

…when the next Afghanistan comes, Catalan blood will also be spilled.

A  2014  article  titled,  “Catalan  PM  confirms  NATO  membership,  commitment  to  collective
security,”  stated:

Prime  Minister  Artur  Mas  explicitly  confirmed  Catalonia  is  seeking  NATO
membership. In a recent interview with the Italian daily La Reppublica, Catalan
Prime Minister Artur Mas explained that an independent Catalonia sees herself
at  the heart  of  NATO.  This  is  in  line with  Catalonia’s  commitment  to  the
international community, the principle of collective security, international law,
and the rule of law at sea.

The article also claims:

Catalonia seeks freedom, not to avoid the inescapable responsibilities that
come hand in hand with it, but to fully exercise them side by side with partners
and allies. Catalans understand fully that freedom never comes without cost,
and that whereas independence means government of  the people,  by the
people, and for the people, instead of alien rule, it also means that they will not
be  able  to  look  the  other  way  when  a  crisis  or  challenge  arises.  They
understand that when the next Afghanistan comes, Catalan blood will also be
spilled.

In essence, Catalan politicians appear eagerly committed not only to NATO, but to the
foreign wars of aggression it wages, and spilling the blood of its people to help NATO fight
them.

4. Some Catalan politicians have begun planning for its military’s integration into NATO.

The  pro-independence  Catalan  National  Assembly’s  Defense  Policy  Working  Group  has
stated in a 2014 paper titled, “Dimensions of the Catalan Defence Forces: Naval Forces
(Executive Summary),” that:

The Mediterranean: our strategic environment. NATO: our framework 
Catalonia  must  participate  in  SNMG2  (Standing  NATO  Maritime  Group  2;
formerly Standing Naval Force Mediterranean), a component of the NRF (NATO
Response Force).

It would also be convenient to participate in the SNMCMG2 (Standing NATO
Mine Countermeasures Group 2). 

5.  Like  “Kurdistan,”  any sort  of  “independence”  is  meaningless  if  the  resulting  state  finds
itself utterly dependent and entwined with Western hegemony and the institutions that
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maintain it – especially at the cost of member states and proxies – be they Kurdish or
Catalan.

This article was originally published by Land Destroyer Report where the featured images
was sourced.
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